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LNrrRODUCTION
Tlie efficient use of available water for increased crop productiai 
is of primary concern in agriculture. Since water is generally regarded 
as the media of transport within the soil system, the principles under- 
lyii^ moisture retention and flow must be placed under careful scrutiny. 
Prediction, and ultimately control, of water losses from infiltraticsi, 
evaporation, evapotranspiratim, and drainage are only possible ora:e tlie 
principles involved are thoroughly understood.
The parameters that describe tiie dynamic misture regime in the 
soil are the transmissicm coefficients, capillary conductivity, K(8), 
and soil water diffusivity, D(6), wliile the relationship between 
moisture content, 0, and sucticsi, provides infoiraatim on the retisv- 
tive capacity of the soil under certain specified conditions.
Previous investigatiais of these parameters have been ccmflned 
primarily to soils of the continental or tenqiorate regions, aiid the 
results are hairdly expected to apply to tropical soils where strong 
aggregation of soil peds is the rule rather than the exceptim. The 
recent work of Cagauan (1963) and Cagauan and Uehara (1965) to <^ iantify 
the relation of aggregate stability with soil anisotropy and the 
previous studies of Thome (1949), Comelison (1954), and Efcem (1966) 
led to the recent work of Sharma (1966). Sharraa initiated studies cm 
the influence of soil structure on moismre retention in Hawaiian 
latosols. Lin imd Chen (1963), working with Taiwan latosols, were the 
first to utilize pressure plate caitflow techniques on trq)ical soils to 
deteraine transmission coefficients of soil water. The current study
is a ccBitiiming effort to evaluate the dynamic as well as the static 
behavior of soil water in the suctiwx range of zero to one bar.
The need for a rapid aethod that gives an accurate evaluation of 
the transport or transnission coefficients for soil water pronqxted the 
examination of existing transient outflow methods. Although these 
metlMxis have come laxder considerable criticisa for repeated failure of 
experimental measur^ ioents to correlate with theory. Green, et al. (1964) 
demonstrated that field infiltration rates could be predicted from 
transmission coefficients measured in tixe laboratory. It appears likely 
that jwthods xdiich are not exact with respect to theoretical considera­
tions may nevertheless be exceedingly useful in characterizing the 
hydrological properties of soils. The transient outflow methods ^pear 
to provide a rapid and reasonably accurate means of characterizing 
water transmission. Transient outflow methods employed in this stixfy 
are referred to as the one-step and the multl-st^ methods.
The objectives of this study are three-fold and are msnerated as 
follows:
1. To stxtdy the reliability of the one-step method for measure­
ment of soil water diffusivity on latosolic soils.
2. To compare the results of the one-step B»thod with another 
transient method, a steady-state method, and calculaticm 
methods based on water retention.
3. To araluate the soil-water transmission c^fficients of 
selected soils classed as Low ^ iumic Latosols.
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Many reviews on the historical developaient of water movement in 
soils in tlie early period of this century have been presented by others 
(Bazargani. 1964; Shazma. 1966). and will not be discussed further. 
Reviews of work leading to the present study will be of primary 
concern.
Studies on transport phenomena in porous media have been dealt 
with in considerable detail by Muskat (1946) , and Scheidegger (1960). 
Whffii the porous medium is the soil, the most inqxjrtant transport 
phenonenun is the flow of water. The transport or transmissicm 
coefficients that describe the movoBent of water in soils are better 
known as capillary conductivity (K). and soil water diffusivity (D). 
Both terms, conductivity and diffusivity, are analogous to those used 
in physics and cheadstry or in any of the physical sciences.
A. Theoretical Develo|saent of Flow Equations
The movement of water may occur under both saturated and unsatu­
rated conditions but in almost all agricultural soils the latter 
condition is predoaiiumt and hence, the more iisportant. Tte force that 
translocates water in the soil system can be described by the potential 
theory aikl by the diffusion theory. The difference betiAsen the two is 
that movemmit of water is effected by a potential gradient in the 
fonner and by a concentration gradient in the latter.
The primary use of the potential theory is in stea<fy-state probi 
vdiere the moisture ccmtent, suction, suction gradient, and flia do rwt 
change. A steady-state systoa is not necessarily a saturated system;
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therefore, both transmissicm coefficients, axillary conductivity,
K(0), and water diffusivity, D(6}, imist be considered to be a functim 
of moisture content since soras of the pores are only partially filled 
with water. Klute (1952) stated that the presence of air in the pore 
space has the effect of reducing the effective cross-secti<mal area 
available for flow, thus showing evidence of ti^ dependence of K on 
moisture content, 6. The movement of water in saturated soils can be 
best expressed mathematically by Darcy's Im  as:
4
- . * 1 1  (1)
idierc V is the flow velocity per unit cross-secticaial area, K is the 
conductivity, x the unit distance, and ^ the siartion or pressure. The 
potential gradient is represented as a partial derivative of suction 
with respect to distance in equation (1). For unsaturated soils, K is 
replaced by K(8) i»plyi% that K is a function of moisture content. In 
an unsaturated medium, Darcy's law is not invalidated since only the 
volune available for flow is reduced, not its continuity.
In most instances, hcjwever, a transient state, vdiere moisture 
content, sucti<m, and flux change with time, rather than a steady-state, 
exists in soils. Hmce, in addition to Darcy's law of motion, the flow 
of water into and out of a unit mass of soil must ebey the law of 
COTservation of matter and is consequently represented by an equation 
of continuity (Klute, 1952),
H - - V . Y  (2)
Mdvere V is the Laplaciaii operator , V, the mass of fluid3x "Sy 1?
flowing througii unit cross-sectional area per unit tiiae, and, 8, the 
laoisture content cm a voli^ basis.
Substituting equation (1) into equation (2) and considering an&- 
diioensional flow, we liave tiie following,
39 . 3 
I t  Si* (3)
Equation (3) can <mly be evaluated witJi great difficulty becmjse 
the partial derivative of ^  with respect to x is difficult to determine 
e^ qperimentally. dy assming a cmtimaxis relationship between and 
X, it is possible to r«Kier this derivative in a more useful fora by 
applying the cdudn rule. Thus,
3^ _ 3^ 36 
3x S0T Si (4)
wiiere it is now jmssible to evaluate experliaentally the teras on the 
right-hand side of equation (4), Substituting equation (4) into 
equation (3) we iiave,
39 , 3 
St S^ (5)
iiut the diffiisivity, D, is expressed as.
i)(6) - K(0) I I
So the diffusion ecpiation is thus written as.
(6)
39 » 3 
St Sx (7)
>rfiich is a non-linear partial differential form of one-diiBensional 
tran^ort by a horizontal serai-infinite coliran of soil. iOLute (1952), 
and many later worters (Gardner and Mayhugh, 1958; Rawlins and Gardner, 
1963), transfbiwed equation (7) by use of the Boltjman tmnsforraation. 
The validity of the differential equation was then tested by having a 
straight line relaticmship between t ^  and x (distance). The salirant 
point of their solution of equation (7) resulted in a nuacrical 
solution>that gave a good qualitative siethod for predicting the nove- 
aent of a wtting front in a soil at a previously ccxistant raoisture 
content. It is now evident tliat in the transioit state, the diffusion 
equation or the diffUsivity ftmcticui is dependent on the concentration 
gradient e3q>ressed as the partial derivative of 9 with respect to x.
In the present study, the transient state is of primary concern.
Equation (7) represents a horizontal case of flow idiere the effect of 
gravity is negligible. Evaluation of equation (7) will be shoim later.
In the foregoing develtpraent of defining the tranwission 
coefficients, K(6) and D(0), it was assumed that both are single-valued 
functions of both 6 and ^ if one considers eitiwr a case of desorption 
or sorption. Miller ai^ Miller (1955) presoited a pJb^ rsical theory on 
the nature of hysteresis and listed sone of the basic assuaptions needed 
to interpret hysteresis effects. They foiaid that the tranmission 
coefficients could best be described if the past history regarding 
wetting and drying were known. These transadtting functions were thus 
labeled "hysteresis ftaictions" (Miller and Miller, 1S»5). Klute (1952) 
neglected the effects of hysteresis in analyzing flow in unsaturated 
soils, but in a later work he (Klute, 1965) showed the effects of
I
hysteresis in using radial outflow cells. St«g>le (1962) fmind that at 
a suction of 25-400 cm of water, diffusivity was at least twice as 
great in a drying soil than in a wettii^ caie. He also generalized that 
at all tensions, more water is i^ld by tlie soil during desorption rather 
than sorption. In his studies of Hawaiian latosols, Shama (1966) 
shnwed that the phenomena o£ hysteresis had a pitmounced effect on K(@) 
as doscHistrated by the wetting and drying cycle for selected aggregate 
sizes analyzed. Philip (1955) concluded that the effect of hysteresis 
can be minimized if the correct hysteresis loops of the moisture content- 
suction plot are used.
Difficulties arising in the use of Darcy’s law led to the recent 
work of Swartzendruber (1962a) in »Mch he p«^sed a mc^ficatirai of 
Darcy's law to include a departure from the norm called non-NewtaiiOT 
flow vdiich is dependent m  the shear-rate of the system. This w»i- 
Newtonian flow in^lies, then, that the modified equatiwx will include 
the effects of clay-water interaction which leads to non-Darcy behavior. 
His modified equatim can be written as,
V - M(i - I) (8)
vdiich is analogous to eq^ticm (1) idiere M is tim h^imilic condiKtance, 
i the h)^ iraulic gradient, and I the mai-Newtcaiian in<to, Metb«3ds to 
evaluate M and I are presented in his work and will not be presented 
here. In his later worics, Sinrtzendrther (1962b, 1963) iq^lied his 
modified equation to both saturated and unsaturated inedias and concluded 
that in evaluating diffusi<m-type processes, non-aircy behavior showed 
that difBisivity m d  oaiductivity are m t <aily a fimctlen of 0 but also 
of the moisture gradioit.
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Other factors that affect the detetminaticm of aq}illary conduc­
tivity and soil water diffusivity can be emnerated as follows:
(1) tesqmrature, (2) salt ccmtmt, and (3) pore size distribution. 
Gardner (1959), Klute (1962), and Jackson (1963b) have doaonstrated 
that diffusivity increases with increasing temperature, and Gardner, 
et al. (1959) showed that diffusivity decreased significantly with an 
increase in electrolyte concentration. Miller and Miller (1955), 
Marshall (1958), Jackson (1963a), A o ^ y a  (1965), Shacaa (1966), md 
others have demcmstrated the in^rtance of porosity, aggregate size, 
and pore size distributicm in evaluating the water transmitting 
properties of soils.
S. Outflow Methods
Methods to evaluate transmission coefficients of soil water are 
described as eitl^r steady-state or transient state. A separate 
discussion of each is presented in the following pages.
1. Steady-State.
In order to evaluate the transmission coefficients, K(9) 
and D(e), eaperimentally, the relationship between suction and 
moisture content must be known. Recall that the potential theory 
predicts aovonent of water in terms of K(0) and the diffusion 
theory in terms of D(6). The relationship betvwen the potwitial 
theory and the diffusion theory can be expressed as in equaticm 
(6).
Initial attei^ts to measure conductivity and diffusivity 
were condimted by Richards (1931, 1948) by means of steady- 
state flow through porous media using porous ceramic plates.
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Richards considered horizontal flow and detexmined the potential 
gradient within the system by tensianeters. Nielsen and Biggar
(1961) used a similar steady-state ccmcept but a silkier apparatus 
that utilized fritted glass-bead plates to reduce the effect of 
plate iiipedance. Later, Elrlck (1963), using sintered plates of 
known ispedance, simplified matters by eliminating the use of 
tensianeters. Head differences of the inflow and outflow burets 
were used as a measure of potential after applying a given 
tension. An even sii^ler method was proposed by Davidscai, et 
(1963) to evaluate K(6). Soil water content distribution in verti­
cal profiles was plotted to determine K(6) after a constant volu­
metric infiltration rate was established. Capillary conductivity 
values, assumed equal to tlxe constant infiltration rate to depths 
of 75 cm, coipared favorably with K(9) values obtained by Nielsen 
and Biggar (1961).
2. Transient State
a. Multi-Step ^ fethods. Tiw following ^ thods to be discussed 
shall be grouped as "nailti-step” methods, inplying the use of 
successive increments of applied pressure on the soil saaple 
to determine K(0) and D(0).
The inherent limitation of steady-state methods (the suc­
tion range of the tensianeters) is eliminated by using pressure 
cells. In 1956, Gardner proposed a transient outflow method 
that utilizes pressure plate outflow data to calculate capillary 
con^ctivity assuming negligible plate ispedance. By making 
simplifying assueptiois, Gardner was able to sol>^ the non-
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linear differential equaticm expressed in equation (7). These 
assunpticms are as follows: (1) the chmige or differential of
sucticm is sufficiently small such that 1(8) r«ains ccmstant 
within the increment and (2) the siKtion, is a linear func­
tion of 0 such that 0(f) ■ a ♦ bf, where a and b are constants.
By applying assunption (1), K(0) can be r^oved frc® the differ­
ential operator and by substituting the differential of assun^- 
tion (2), equation (7) reduces to,
since 9 and f are assinwd to be cos^l«m^tasy linear fimctions.
To obtain a uniqiw solution for ajuation (9), bcxjndary ccai- 
ditions must be iaposed. The initial bomdary condition requires 
that at X • 0 and at any tia^, the pressure or suction at the 
boundary betv^n the porous plate and ssnple is atmospheric at 
all times or,
f(0. t) - 0 (9a)
Secondly, iu3 flow of n»isture occurs at the upper boundary 
of the sample implying the absence of any potential gradient.
To taake this ccBidition mathematically convenient to handle, it 
is assuned that at x • 2L and at any time, t, the pressure is 
also atmospheric or,
f(2L, t) - 0 (9b)
Conditicm (9b), heiKe, satisfies the assi^tion that,
xsL,
or a pressure gradient is absent.
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The third and final boundary cwiditiMi requires that at 
any distance, x, within the saBq)le, (0 <x <L) at t " 0, there 
is a difference in pressure or sucticai,
4»(x, 0) • L if (9c)
Equation (9) can now be solved explicitly by utilizing 
tlie oethod of separation of variables where f is a function 
of both distances, x, and time, t, or t) - X(x) T(t).
By Fourier sine series expansion of odd integers, the solution 
of equation (9) is simplified and can be expressed as,
ln(Qo • Q) • ln(8 Qo/»*) -a* 0 t (10)
where Qq is the total outflow for a pressure incronent, Q the 
outflow at any time t, a •* a constant, and D the difi^ivity.
Zu
Only the values of Qo, Q, and t are exjwrimentally determined.
By plotting ln(Qo ~ Q) against t <m a sasi-log scale, Gardner
(1956) obtained a lii^ar relationship where the slqpe was equal
to o*D and the intercept equal to In 8Qo/v*.
Using small incremraits of pressure to comply with 
asstm^tion (2), Gardner was able to plot capillary conductivity 
versus suction and moisture content. He attributed deviations 
from the straight liiw to be the result of taking too large a 
pressure increment, tluis rendering assun^tion (2) invalid.
Miller and Elrick (1958) improved Gardner's method by 
taking into account plate ii^ >edance in detexmining ci^illary 
COTiductivlty. Using rediK:ed variables of time^and discharge, 
they found that all possible transient curves can be described 
by a sii^le parameter, {ai/tan ai). This par®®ter also
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serves to distinguish between different transiait curves and 
ranges from zero for negligible mei^rane in^ pedance to unity 
for negligible slab is^dance, wheie an is the n ^  solutim 
of the equation aa s cota and ”a'* (reduced sMibrane iapedance) *
fiBipe^ce of aa^raue) . The principal liiaitation of 
2 s of soil siao)
their method is the uncertainty in the determination of flow
i^ pediBice became if good ccmtact betwen plate and soil is 
not established, an unteuMn c m  tact impedance may exist.
It wasn’t mtil 1963 that Lin a M  Chen co^ared tte 
methods of Gardner (19S6), and Miller and Elriclc (1958). In 
all determinations, using natural cores and sieved sables, 
the cipillary coiKliKrtivity that compensates for plate 
impedance yielded higher values. They also found that in 
using Gardner’s »thod, deviation from the straight line 
occurred near t “ 0 and at the end of the mitflow process, 
indicating the possible effects of plate impedance and error 
in assisning K(6) to be constant.
Rijtma (1959) prqjosed a method that has an advantage 
over that of Miller and Hlrick in that both membrane and soil 
contact impedance can be calculated from experimental data.
He was able to show by plotting (% -Q)/Qo against time on 
a log-lc^ scale, the intercqjt gave a good indirect estimate 
of the parsKieter, a tan a to detennine plate inpedsice. The 
si^lified B»thod of Kunze and Kirkhra (1962) eliminated the 
necessity of experimentally determining plate impedance and
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also reduced the nuaber of steps required to calculate K(i) 
and D(0). Their method also incorporat«Ki the effect of 
contact impedance without determining it separately. Start 
with the m^uation of Miller aiui Elrick (19S8),
<5o  ^ 4  (a ^n-1
they modified it slightly and made it conputaticmally easy 
the followii^,
Q .  1 . 7 2 y ,X:aa,Pt/!.«j (12)
^ I aj (a ♦ cJc* iin)
With this modified equation, it is possible to accurately 
plot initial outflow at small values of time on a l<^-log 
scale. Kunze and Kirkhaa (1962) amsidei^d th® etching of 
the initial (mtflow cuive with the theoretical c»re meaningful 
than matdiing the final phases of outflow. By plotting Q/Qq 
against actual time, t, « 3d at the sane time against re<hiced 
time a* Dt/L*, the vali^s of the pameters, a, and tj^ , can 
be determined by matching e3(periaental outflow curves with 
th«)retical curves calculated from a ratio of plate ispedance 
to iapedance of soil slab, a. Actual ti»» is related to 
reduced time by a factor of 10**, i, e, 1, 10, 100, 1000 
actual time correspond to 0.001, 0.01, 0.1, 1,0 r^iKed time. 
Diffusivity is thai calculated by using the following equaticm, 
D • L*/aJ tRP (13)
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where tgp is the reference point obtained by observing the 
actual time value that coiiKides with a value of 1.0 for the 
reduced tine when matching the e3q>erinental and theoretical 
outflow curves. Capillary conductivity, K(e), then is 
calculated by using the relationship,
K(e) - D(«) ^  - B(9) (14)
where A8 - ^  V ■ bulk volime of soil slab. advantages 
of Kunze and Kirkhmi’s laettod are two-fold: (1) separate
determination and calculation of plate and contact iii^ }ed8nce 
are eliminated and (2) the coordinates of time arwi outflow 
become smisitive, after modifying equation (11), to initial 
outflow data, tiais, etiphasizing the Importance of early out­
flow rather than later results in detoimlning the parameters, 
a and tgp. Evm with these advantages, ho%#ever, they found 
that the entire experimental curve did not fit the theoretical. 
Whenever the e^ qyerlmental cuive transversed the theoretical, 
theory no longer applied to that porticm crossing over. Further 
evidence presented by Eliick (1963), Bruce and JQute (1963), 
Jackson et al. (1963), «id Bazargani (1964), clearly dmaon- 
strated that theoretical discrepancies resulted in a poor 
match of experimental and theoretical curves. IQunze and 
Kirkham (1962) attributed the deviation from theoretical to 
be a direct result of wrongly assuaing K(8) and D(8) to be 
ccmstants.
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Although tliese discrepaiKies arise, the transient-state 
methods have more aR>eal than steady-state because D(0), K(9), 
and i|>(e) can be detexmined sioniltaneously on a single soil 
sas^le over a given range of sucticm (Swartzereiruber, 1965),
Recently, lOmze and Peters (1966) were able to fit almost 
all of their experimental points on a theoretical curve of 
Miller and Elrick (1958) by plotting Q/Qo against time on a 
log-log scale by the metluxl proposed by Kunze aivi Kirkham 
(1962). By previous methods, of Q/Qq usually fell
below the theoretical during the later stages of outflow when 
the initial stages were matched with the theoretical. To 
correct this, Runze and Peters (1966) assumed that the ratio 
of experimental time, t^xp, and theoretical time, ttheof 
s|)ecific Q/Qo values could be represented as,
vdiere is the initial diffusivity assumed c(mistant for a 
particular pressure increment. By plotting log D/Di against 
log Q/Qo, they were able to acoaxnt for changes in D(6) during 
the late stages of outflow, whereas the initial work (^mze 
and Kirkham, 1962) accomted for D(@) in the early stages.
They hypothesized that changes in D(8) are affected by three 
factors: (1) inherent structural Instability of nrai-
consolidated pores; (2) inability of pores to drain instan­
taneously with pressure change; and (3) failure to satisfy
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boundary conditions required by theory.
b. Oiw-Step Method. As tlxe name of the method Julies, cmly 
a single increment of pressure is m^^red to detemlne K(6) 
and D(0) ixxstead of successive increments.
In 1962 Gardner simplified the outflow method considerably 
by deriving a relaticwisliip in idiich <mly a sii^ie equilibration 
step is required. He considered the tme-dimensional outflow 
equation (equation {7j) but assumed D(0) to be a variid>le 
ftmcticn of x and t. Again, the method of separatim of 
variables was eoployed where §(x, t) • X(x)T(t) to obtain
T S  * r 0  * ■“*"
It is significant that at tixis point, Gardner enkes an 
isportant assispticMi. lie assumes D(6) to be separable into 
functions of x and t since D - £(0) a®d 0 • £(x, t). Ifence, 
D(0) can be written as D(x, t) •• D^(x)Dt(t). Using this 
relationship and 0(x, t) ■ X(x)T(t), ^puation (16) reckices to 
two ordinary diffetential equations.
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1 dT , 1 d 
15?raf XtBc Tl, ^^  ST • - a* • const (17)
In considering equation (17), Qirdner (1959) was able to 
show by numerical methods that water content remained uniform 
throughout the sa^le except at the lower boiaidary in the 
region of the porous plate. HeiK^ s, it was assumed that is 
constant at any distance, x, within the sample and cm  be
r«aoved fraa vdthin ti»e differential operator. ia>wever, 
changes »dth time.
By iaposing boundary conditions (9a) and (9b) of tiie 
original diffusion equation, Gardiner was able to sho\i that the 
solution of the X-depeiKient differential equation yielded a 
constant,
d* - 5 - j ! ^  * c«ist (18)
ndnere n ■ 1 sitx:@ the series solution of the Ikjurier sine 
expansicm ctaivexges rapidly at this point. By equating the 
left-hand side of equation (17) with a*, we have
D . - ^  (19)
where W is the voliraetric aioisture content at any time, t, 
vdien the instantaneous outflow rate cW/dt is determined, Wf, 
the final eq^ilibriua volimwtric moisture content, and L, the 
height of the core san^le. For values of a*Dt >0,3, the 
approximations of D sl^ld be reasosably Mxurate since tfc« 
second term of the series expansion would be less than one 
per cent of the first (Gardner, 1956). TImjs, D(6) can be 
evaluated directly from instantaneous outflow rates, moisture 
content, and the dimensiais of the saifile.
Doering (1965) was the first to test this method, sub­
sequently called the one-step method. In general, the results 
ccm^red very well and at times, the one-step RMSthod gave better 
approximations than the other three metliods (negligible and non-
X7
negligible plate ijiQ)edance methods and a amstant flux 
method).
Doering (196S) stated, although both the one-step and the 
imlti-step methods have the same theoretical foundation, the 
signiflc«it experiMsntal difference between ttm two iwthods can 
be attributed to the depouience of flow properties to small 
gradients. In the case of the multi-step, this results in a 
scatter of points, while in the case of the one-step method, 
relatively smooth curves were obtained, suggesting that calcu­
lated experi3B»ntal values resulting frcra the large gradient 
caused by applying a sjUigle, large pressure incraaent gave a 
more reliable estimate of diffusivity and c<»idvictivity.
The major and most apparent advantage of the one-step 
method is the redmrtirai of time required to obtain data 
necessary to calculate D(©) and K(@). Also, the eaqperuiiental 
procedure does not require (1) soil saoistxire content to be a 
linear function of suction within the applied pressure incre­
ment and (2) dlffbsivity to be caistant thrwighout the water 
cont^t ciianges,
Kunze and Peters (1966) also dewmstrated that results 
obtained by the one-step method gave good correlative results 
whwi coB^ared with their raodifiwi versim of the multi-step 
method based cm the previous work of Miller and Elrick (1958) 
and Kunze and Kirkham (1962). The size of the pressure 
increment used was small, frora 8 to 13 millibars.
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c. Infiltraticn Methods. Ifethods similar to the ccmstant 
flux procedure developed by Childs and Collis-George (1950) 
have been esnployed to study infiltraticsi.
l>avidson, et ai. (1963), using a hand-packed colwm of 
soil, were able to determine the moisture distribution within 
the column by clffl!?>ing off tiie moisture supply at a pre­
selected time and by observing the movaaent of the wetting 
front. Diffusivity values were calculated using the equatlem 
develqjed by Bnice and Klute (1956), where
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xde (20)
Although in^sing some stringwit assumptions to their theoret­
ical procedure, Ifevidson, ^  (1963) were able to obtain a
good cosf)ariscm of Bx>isture distributicm with depth between a 
silt lofBB ai«i a sandy low. However, in most instaiK:es, their 
results dsBKmstrated a departure frw the theory set forth by 
the diffiUiioQ aquation.
Hanks and Bowers (1962) used the n^thod of Bruce and 
Klute (1956) to determine diffusivity valt»s for use in 
nuE«rical calculations of infiltraticsn. Their calculations 
shofv»d that the diffusivity of water in the near-saturated 
zone near the wetting front controlled the infiltration rate. 
Unfortunately, tlie "wetting frwit" metiMxi of Bruce and Klute 
is least accurate in the wet range.
C* Calailation Methods
In evaluating the transmissiosi coefficients by means of calculation
methods, the usual theoretical development of this si&ject starts with 
Kozeny's equation,
. . I
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S>lc (21)
where K is the penaeabllity, e, the timter-filled porosity, S, the surface 
area, and k, an ei^irical constant, aiul Poisseuille's eq^tion,
V» - - (rt/8n) #/dl (22)
where p is the »«an velocity, n the viscosity of the fluid, the radius
of the cross-section of tubes, and d^/dl,the gradient that causes flow.
One of the first attraapts to determine conductivity by calculated 
means was presented by Childs and Collis-Geoxge (1950) to be abbreviated 
here as CCG. They developed an equation that accounts for sequences of 
different sized pores d^ien arranged randomly in a porous systm. Uti­
lizing Kozeny's and PoisseuUe's eqimti<»ns and two comi^ ensating assus^- 
tions, they were able to derive tlie following,
p«R
K - m J V 0* f(p)dr f(o)dr (23)
(A> Jk>
tdiere K is the total pcrneability, m a constant called the matching 
factor, a* the square of the radius of the culler (replaced by p* if 
p < o), f(o), «id f(p) the distribution functions that describe the pore 
space of uncMiented sand and f(or)dr and f(p)dr, the fractioaa of the 
total ap;>arent volime idiich is occifiied by pores whose radii range frcm 
p to p ♦ dr or o to o ♦ dr, respectively. The suBmaticsi is stopped at 
the pore size, R, the largest pore rmalnir^ full of water at a specific 
moisture content. The two conpensating assimptions used were: (1) all
effective resistance to flow in the sequence is confined to the smaller
of the pores, resulting in an over-estlaaticsi of total peraeability and
(2) Mgligence of by-passii^ sequences of several pores results in an 
under-estimation vben only a direct sequence of pore size is considered 
to contribute to pciroeability,
E3q>crii^ntally, the miuired data are tli© moisture retention curve 
and a K value. The critical deteminatiim of this aethod lies in the 
selection of m, the matching factor. This factor is caloilatod by 
inatching a measured vali» of K at some noistuie content or suction. 
Similarly, c^illary caiductivity, K(0), can also be calculated 
from retentirai data by matching K(0) '^lues Instead of permeability, K. 
The laajor limitaticm of the CCG method is that it considers c«aly a 
cross-sectional factor and neglects the effect of pore length.
Marshall (1958) derived an eqiaticm to calculate both K and K(0) 
by assuming; (1) that tl» flow rate is controlled by the cross-s«:tiaaal 
area of the channels connecting the pores and (2) that in an isotropic 
medium, vbere a random distrilMticm of pore space or voids exist, the 
fractional pore area is e(cm*/cffl*) in any plane.
By considering these two assia^tions and expanding Poisseulle’s 
equation for the average cross-secticsial area of channels, Marshall 
obtained the following equation after equating it to IMrcy’s law,
K - eV*lrJ ♦ 3rJ ♦ SrJ ♦ ... ♦ (2n - l)r^j/8 (24)
where e is tlw fractimal pore ‘area filled with water, n the maber of 
pore classes up to moisture c<mtent of interest (the value of n is 
different in calculating I for each moisture ccmtmit ctosen), mid r^, 
r » r^ , tl^ rsdii of pores occipied by water— r being the largest2 i t
and rn tl» smallest. To evaluate pore radius experimentally, the
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following relationship between pore radius, r , md suction, h(cm of 
water), was utilized,
r - 2y/(^ (25)
wiiere y is the surf^e tension of water, p tte density of water, and 
g til® acceleration due to gravity.
Equation (24) is sin>lified by ming the inverse ielati<saship of 
r muX h, wiiere h is detemined d ir^ tly  frm  moistiiKre retention data, 
to obtain,
K - 2.8 X 10*• c* n'* (h“* ♦ Sir* ♦ Sh‘* ♦ ♦ (2n - l)3Sl (26)
which is applicable at 20 C. omstant valm of 2.8 X 10** is 
obtained by evaluating the constants y» b* ^  !• It is parent h^, 
h^, ... h^ r^resent sucticm in e<pml classes where correspoiKls to 
r^ , hejKe, belmglng to the class with the largest pore, and 
correspcHids to rn» the class with maallest pores. To calculate 
capillary cmahKtivity, the ss® eepiation is used except a constant 
value of 2.7 X 10* at 20 C relates 2,8 X 1§** sijply by sailtiplyii^  
the latter by g/n, vdasre n is tiie vitality of water. The advant^e 
of Marshall’s aetl»d is tint It eliainates the tedious deteraination 
of a aatchi% factor. Marshall obtained good correlations vdien h® 
compared ti® steasured and calculated pexm<®bility of slate, sandstone, 
and ^ lartz saiai. Any deviation from the e>q>m:ted was attributed to 
(1) the aaterial or powMS aeclia not beii^ isotrt^lc, (2) the material 
ccmtainii^ lengthy conducting chaimels, and (3) swelling of materials 
containing i»>derate to high clay content,
Millington and C^irk (1961), ^breviated MQ, developwi a stellar 
equation to Marshall's exc^t that t* is rq[>laced by e^/*. This
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equation is thus written as,
K - 2.8 X lO** e'/*n-*[h-* ♦ ♦ 5h** ♦ ... ♦ (2n - 1)V*1 (27)
The assunptiosis of the MQ method can be (aos&erated as follows:
(1) isotr^ic distritatloR of total pore sp^e, (2) ranckm distribution 
of pore size classes, (3) relteble pore size distributicai data, and (4) 
stable and inert naterials. A co^ >aris<»x of the QCG aiui M methods by 
Millington and Quirk with their laethod revealed that both the 0X3 and M 
methods yielded higher approximated valx»s than the eaperimentally 
deteroiixed values of permeability.
In 1964, Brooks and Corey, to be abbreviated BC, presented a 
tlxeoretical developaamt of ftaictioixal relations emxig saturation, 
suction or pressure, and peimabilities of air and water in wixich the 
evaluatiai of three parameters, residual saturation, P^, bubblirg 
pressure and X, pote size distribution itwte;, is r^ ipiired. 'nx© 
bubbling pressure, Pjj, is related to the maximum pore size foradng a 
continuous network of flow channels within the poraxs media, md X 
evaluates the size distribution of the flow channel. All three of the 
par^mters can be determined fzm the moisture retention curve. The 
first approximation of Sy is detexmined at a point where tba curve of 
moisture ccaxtent (0) vetsm  sm tim  (f) becee^s asy^totic to the 
vertical 8 axis. Sy values are obtainBd as fractions of ceiplete 
saturation and are used to evaluate Sg, effective saturation, by the 
relationship,
Sg - Sy < S < 1 (28)
wiiere S is the satiuratlcai value at mty specified sucticm.
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The calculated Is thmi plotted against suction on a log-log 
gri^h. Successive approximations ofS^ are tried until a value that 
yields a linear relaticmship of the log-log plot at high suction or 
pressure is obtained. The intercept, Pjj» slope, X, give the 
necessary valiies of the parameters to evaluate the relative conductivity, 
Kf. Kr is calculated by means of the relationship,
3X ♦ 2
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Kr - (29)
where P^. is any suction (notation of BC s^thod). The straight line 
relatioiiship is valid as long as Fc > Pb«
The pexiaeability K is then detemined by,
K - %  Kpb (30)
where is the pcnaeability at saturation. Coaparison of calculated 
and measured values of and K gave good correlatiem for sand according 
to Brooks and Corey (1964).
Nielson, et (1960) compared the COG and M methods to calculate 
conductivity of two loess soils and two glacial soils. In all deter­
minations, the M method gave higher results than measured vali^s, which 
was attributed to failure of soil material to meet the assumptions 
specified by the methods. Uney speculated that if ffiqperimentally 
determined constants were used in conjunction with the M equation, a 
better fit would result. The COS method coipared favorably with 
measured values of K(6) for the loess soil but poorly for soils derived 
from glacial material.
Jackson, et al. (1963) ampared measured K(8) of SO - 500 ji sand 
with calculated values obtained by the COG, M, and WQ methods. All of
tl® calculated values were higher than measured. They found, however, 
that the curve obtained by the MQ method had a similar shape to that of 
measured conductivity and thus pzxm^ted the enployment of a constant or 
matching factor to obtain good correlaticm of results. The matching 
factor was obtained by taking the ratio of measured to calculated 
saturated conductivities.
Sharma (1966) found that by ei^loying the (X)G, M, MQ, aiui BC 
methods, calculated curves of ccxiductivity were significantly higher 
than measured at all suctiwi values. Fkwever, by incorporating the 
and BC methods, he obtaii®d a modified equation to calculate capillary 
conductivity.
K • 2.7 X 10*(e - Sy)* ♦ 3h'* ♦ Sh-* ♦ ... ♦ (2n - 1)1^ (31)
Using this equation, he obtained good correlative results in comparing 
measured and calculated conductivities of selected aggregate sizes of 
tiawaiian latosols for a suction range of 0 - 200 cm of water.
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MATERIALS
A. Soils
The soil samples used in this study were from the Molokai and the 
Wahiawa series of the Low iiumic Latosols. Previous studies by Sherman 
and Alexander (1959) have shown that the soils of this group possess 
similar mlneralogical and chemical properties. However, Uehara, ^  id.
(1962) found that there vrere significant aicrtsiorphological differ<»ices 
among Hawaiian Latosols. Later Cagauan (1963), and Cagauan and Uehara
(1965) showed that the Molokai and the Wahiawa series exhibited 
extremes in a structuml s^uence of the Low Humic Latosols, with the 
Molokai at the lower and the Waiuawa at the higher.
The Low Humic Latosols, as described by Sherman and Alexander 
(1959), are characterized by the developmmnt of a weak Ai horizcsi 
overlying a weathered B horizon containing as imKh as 55 to 80 per cent 
kaolin clay. Another iiportant attribute of these soils is the rela­
tively high free iron content. They concluded that the uniformity in 
chemical and mlneralogical coopositicm throughout the solun is the 
result primarily of uniform weathering of the parent material.
The mlneralogical composition of the Low Ikmdc Latosols is 
predominantly kaolin group minerals, kaolinite and halloysite, and 
iiydrated oxides of iron and aluminum with small amounts of soil mica, 
nontmorillonite, and other seccaidary minerals. The low cation exchange 
capacity (10 to 25 milli-equivalents per 100 gm of soil with base 
saturation of 30 to 100 per cent) tends to reflect the mineralogy of 
the soil. Detailed information on the clMaical properties of these two
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soils have been given by previous workers (Kanehiro and Chang, 1956; 
Matsusaka, 1952), and are available; therefore, chemical analyses were 
omitted in this study.
The high aggregate stability is an caitstanding physical property 
of these soils. After 70 years of cultivation, these soils showed 
practically the same percentage of stable aggregates as a virgin soil. 
Uehara, et (1962) attributed this salient j^sical property to be 
the result of two factors; (1) the nature of the soil minerals (kaolin 
minerals and free ircxi oocides); and (2) the arrangment of these 
mineral constituents within soil pedological units and the process ly 
vdiich these arrangeraents came about. Soil scientists have generally 
believed that stable aggregates were the result of the free iron oxides 
acting as cementing agents to consolidate kaolin minerals to form 
stable aggregates (Lutz, 1936; Mdiwiry and Russell, 1943; Kroth and 
Page. 1946; McIntyre, 1956).
Since the mineralogy of the Low Htsaic Latosols consists pre­
dominantly of kaolinite and free iron oxides, these ccmstituents are 
not the limiting factors in the develc^ iaent of water stable aggregates. 
Thus the degree of amng«»»nt and orientation of these mineral con­
stituents are not the limiting factors in the development of water 
stable aggregates. Thus the degree of arrangement and orientation of 
these mineral constituents must be the index used to differentiateA
soils with stable aggregates and well-developed structure and those 
without. This index is called soil anisotropy as used by Cagauan
(1963) and Caftauan ai^ Uehara (1965), With increasing anisotropy, 
there is a curvilinear increase in aggregate stability. This
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relationship is generally true for Hawaiian latosols.
Sharaa and Uehara (1967) studied the influence of stability of 
these soils in their investigation of the relationship between moisture 
retentioi and soil structure. The strong aggregaticm of peds in both 
the Wahiawa and the Molokai was apparently responsible for the sand­
like water retention of these soils (Ekern, 1966). This sand-like 
behavior is possibly due to the similarity of inter-aggregate pore 
geometry of these peds with sand grains. Further discussion on this 
subject will be presented in a later section.
All of the soil samples used were collected on the Island of Oahu. 
Both soils are under extensive agricultural use, particularly for 
sugar cane and pineapple culture.
TIm  Molokai soil saaples were collected at 20-40 inch depths from 
a road cut on Imid belonging to the Oahu Sugar Company. The sai^ ile 
site is located ipproxinately one mile above the H-1 defmise highway 
and about SO yards to the left of Kimia Road. The vegetation is 
primarily sugar cane with an extensive undergrowth of nut grass. The 
soils of the Molokai family are usually found at elevations ranging 
from 0-1500 feet with a mean annual temperature between 70-78 P and 
an average rainfall of 10-40 inches per year (Cline, 1955).
The Wahiawa soil samples were collected at 37-43 inch depths in 
a eucalyptus grove in an area between the Leilehua Golf Course and the 
298th Artillery Group National Guard Annory. The sample site is 
located approximately 150 yards above Dole Field 4523. The Wahiawa 
soils are typically found at elevations between 250-1200 feet with an
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average temperature range of 70-73 F and an average annual rainfall of 
30-60 inches (Cline, 195S),
B, ^laratus
1, Te^pe Pressure Cells,
(Xitflow determinations for the one-step method were obtained 
by extracting moisture from undisturbed natural cores and hand- 
packed disturbed cores wiclosed in the Tempc pressure cells.
Fig. 1 shms a cross-secticmal view of the pressure cell tliat was 
designed by Reginato and van Bavel (1962) of the U. S. Water 
Conservation Laboratory at Tenpe, Arizona. The pressure cells are 
cooraercially available at the Soil-moisture Equipment Company of 
Santa Barbara, California, catalog No. 1400. The cells are ccmi- 
structed capletely of clear lucite plastic and accept either 
ceramic (about 1400 mb Injbblii^  pressure) or atmel (about 200 ris 
bubbling pressure) porous plates depending on the tensicn range 
being studied. Tl» retainer cylindeis to hold the soils are made 
of 19 ga\j^ brass and are designeu so that they can be reiulily 
used in conjuncticm with a soil core sepler (catalc^ Mo. 200).
Air pressure is introduced at the tuiailar opening at the top of 
tlie pressure cell and outflow is measured by the accumulation of 
water drops in a 25 ml Pyrex graAiated cyliaier locatod bmc^th 
the tubular opening at the base of the cell. Laboratory line 
pressure (60 psi) was used as the source of pressurized air. Air 
was first allowed to pass throvigh a drain filter (Type 12-005,
C. A. Norgrm Co., Littletim, Colorado) thm through a pressure 
regulator of 125 psi capacity (Type 11-002, C, A. Norgren Co.,
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TO PRESSURE LINE
t
Fig. 1. Cross-sectional Diagr^ of the Teu^ je Pressure Cell
Littleton, Colorado) for rough adjustment of air inflow and finally 
through a nullmatic pressure regulator (Model 40, Moore Prod., 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania) for fine adjustment of air pressure 
that was indicated on a 15 psi pressure gauge. The pressure line 
was then cwmected to a series of needle valves which in turn were 
attached to the individual T^xe pressure cells. Precise measure­
ment of pressure was acconplished with a mercury manometer.
2. Pressure-Plate Extractor.
The pressure plate extractor shown diagraomatically in Fig. 2 
was used to measure outflow by the multi-step method. The mtire 
unit was coistnxrted of clear lucite plastic and the design^ was 
similar to that used by Tanner and Elrlck (1958), Kunze and Kirkhm 
(1962), and Bazaigani (1964). The tese of the udit was constructed 
to accept a porous cermaic plate, 1/4-inch thick and 4 1/4-inch 
diameter, with an air-entry value of 1 bar. One of the outlet 
tubes at the base was connected to a 100 cc buret and to a 1 cc 
graduated pipet with 0.01 graduations. Tygon ttd>lng (3/16 iiKh 
I. D., 5/16 inch 0. D., 1/16 iiKii wall) was used for ccainecticais. 
Applied air pressure was controlled by a wall-mounted manifold 
unit similar to that used for the cells. Instead of
connecting the air pressure line to a series of needle valves, 
tixe lines were connected in series to a set of mtllmatic air regu- 
lators, each connected to a manometer for precise measurmaent of 
pressure in the idx>le range from zero to cme bar. The pressure
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^ 1 / 4 "  BOLT
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AT 90*  INTERVALS)
LAMPING PLATE
BASE
-OUTFLOW TUBE
TO HOLD CLAMPING 
PLATE TO BASE
OUTFLOW AND 
PURGING CHAMBER
Fig. 2. Ctoss-sectional Diagram of the Pressure Plate Extractor 04tsj
line was ccamected to the gas fitting by the some tygon tubing.
The tubing connecting the, extractor and the buret was of a length 
such that it could be easily inserted into a manually operated 
water circulating pump. The punp was constructed of clear lucite 
plastic except for the handle which was made of steel. A cross- 
sectional diagram of the pup is shown in Fig. 3. The primary 
purpose of the pump was to introduce water into the system beneatli 
the porous plate and to remove all entrapped air bubbles remaining 
below the porous plate before the flow measurements. There was 
no acaaulation of bubbles beneath the ceramic plate during the 
measurements.
An aluminum cylinder of dimension 7.4 cm diameter by 4.1 cm 
height was placed in the center of the plate and packed with soil 
before saturating both tiie plate and the soil,
3. Infiltration Column.
A column of hand-packed soil was used in an attmapt to 
determine conductivity, K(0), by direct means. The column was 
constructed of clear lucite plastic cylinders which measured 2.0 cm 
in lieight and 4.5 cm in diameter. The laiit is shown diagram- 
matically in Fig. 4. The entire unit measured 80 C3S in height. 
Tensiometers were placed in alternating cylinders to measure 
differences in suction within the column. The tensiorseters were 
c(»rstTUcted of lucite tubes sealed with Porvic membrane of low 
li^dance. Ethylene dichloride was used as the sealant.
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A- PLASTIC SCREW 
B- BRASS SCREWS 
C- PLASTIC SPACER
D - 1/2" MACHINE BOLT (TAPPED AT OTHER END TO ACCEPT A)
E-  LUCITE PLASTIC
F-METAL HANDLE AND SHAFT
6 - METAL BOLT
H- PLASTIC WHEEL
I-  PLASTIC FLY-WHEEL
J-GUIDE FOR TUBING
K-HOUSING FOR PLASTIC WHEEL
Fig. 3. Cross-secti<aial Diagram of the Mmually-Operated Water Circulating Pi^ 04.Ok
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Fig. 4. Schematic Diagras of the Infiltration Column
METHODS
A. Mineralogical Analysis
Mineralogical ccmstituents of both the Wahiawa and the Molokai 
soils were identified with the Norelco X-ray diffractcjroter ai^ the 
Stone automatic differmitial thermal analysis (CTA) instrument.
X-ray diffraction aialyses were nai on randomly ori^ted powdered 
^ l e  soil (100 mesh) and (»i the clay fraction oriented to the 001 
axis on glass slides. TIms clay fraction was separated from the sand 
and silt a ripid method described Dr. L. D, adndale^ for tropical 
soils with high free iron content. After a^ing sodium carbonate to 
disperse the soil, ti^ cli^  ^fraction was separated from the sand and 
silt fraetiim by centrifuging tbs suspension at 7S0 r.p.a., deferimted 
in a 0.3 M sodim citrate soluticm at 80 C with sodium ditiiiooite, and 
divided into two equivalent parts for saturation with and ions 
before being X-rayed.
Saaples ran on the Staie OTA were air-dried, ground to pass 
through a 100 i^sh sieve, and equilibratod to a unifozm s^isture in a 
50 per cent relative-hiBaidity chsdier before being analyzed.
B. CollectitHi of Aggragates
The diffemit sized water-stable aggregates for flow measurements 
separated from soil previously passed through a 10 »sh sieve. A SO 
gsi sanple was placed on the top sieve of a i^st of sieves with ti^ 
following sizes in order: 10, 20, 40, 60, aixl 140 mesh. The sieves
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were agitated in water at a £re<F®ncy of 30 oscillations per minute for 
30 minutes on an aggregate stability machine. The sao^les were tl®n 
air-dried and stored in labeled jars for later use.
C. Specific Gravity
Th® specific gravity or particle density of both soils (< 2 «  
sallies) were determined by using glass pycnometexs as described by 
Blake (1965). A vacuum dessicator was inadequate for ccnplete removal 
of gases from the stable peds of both soils; havre, the smq?les were 
gently heated on a hot plate set at 60 C, Failure to remove entnqji^d 
air led to low values. Values obtaii®d by using the vaciam dessicator 
ranged from 2.30-2,45 vdiile those obtained by gentle heating ranged frwa 
2.8S-3.00. An average value of 2.90 m s obtained for the Wahia»« vdiile 
the Molokai had an average value of 2.97.
D. (Xttflow Techniques
All outflow determinations were determined under r»arly isothermal 
ccmditions at a t«5>erature of 22.0 ± 0.5 C.
1. One-Step Method
a. Undisturbed Cores. Natural undisturbed cores were obtained 
for the Molokai soils with a core saiq>ler^  that utilizes the 
brass cylinders used in the Tenq® pressure cell unit. Swples 
were immediately stored in moisture cans for later use. 
Undisturbed cores for the Wahiawa soils were difficult to obtain 
because core saa^les usually crulnbled separated from the 
sai^ler.
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^ Catalog No, 200, Soilmoisfore EquiJ»i«nt Co., Santa Barbara, 
California.
b. Disturbed Hand-packed Cores. Disturbed sables were 
obtained by first air-drying bulk field sanples and crushing 
to pass throt^h a 2 am sieve. The < 2 am saaples were then 
bottled and stored for later use. Disturbed smples were 
hand-packed by placing the brass core on the base of the Tenpe 
cell and filling the core with the < 2 mm sai^le. In an 
attenpt to d>tain close packing rather than loose, the core 
was gently tapped and then ca^>acted with a size 10 or 11 
rubber stoiper each time after adding about a tablespcxm of 
saaple. This procedure was followed in an attespt to obtain 
uniform bulk density.
The different sizes of water stable aggregates were 
packed in a similar manner as th® < 2 tm samples.
c. Sorptiai and Desorption. The ceramic and laonel plates to 
be used in outflow determinations were immersed in de-ionized 
water and placed in a vacmim dessicator to remove all air 
bubbles from the plates. The base of the Tempe cell was filled 
with water to a level that was maintained by cc»mecting the 
cell to a constant head reservoir. H ®  saturatimi plate was 
then inserted into the base of the pressure cell and kept in 
place by means of an 'Sy' ring. For deteiminatiai on undisturbed 
field samples, the core samples were renoved fro® moisture cans 
previously used for storage. The core samples were placed 
directly mto the porous plate and saturated by capillarity.
For disturbed hand-packed samples of < 2 mt, 20, 40, 60, and 
140 mesh, the eopty brass cylinders were first placed on the
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porous plate before packing the sample. Again tlw sample was 
saturated by capillarity. Saturation was usually attained 
withill 24 hours. U^n saturatioi, the level of the reservoir 
was lowered 1.5 cm below the top of the brass core for a 
uniform starting point before applying the pressure for 
desorption. At equUibriuB, the top cover of the Tea^ cell 
was screwed tightly into place to obtain an air-tight system.
A pressure of one bar was then aj^lied and the accmulating 
outflow volume measured in a 25 ml grat^ted qrlincter (0.01 
graduaticm) with time. The sai^le was not desaturated and 
saturated again as suggest«Kl by Doerlng (1965) in an effort to 
minimize hysteresis effects. The procedure proposed by Doering 
was unacc^table because on resaturatii^ the sample by capil­
larity, tiiere was a 10 to 15 per cent difference between the 
total water holding capacity at tiie assumed saturated state and 
the calculated porosity. Time was recorded accurately to 0,01 
minute an a Lab-chrcsi 1401 timer. All nms were made at a 
tes^rature of 21 ± 0.5 C.
£(^librium was usually attained at the end of 48 hours 
or v^ ien there was no measurable outflow. The final volumetric 
water content was obtained by oven-drying the sample at 105 C.
Moisture release curves for pressure to one bar were 
obtained with the Tei^ cells by aj^lying successive meall 
increments of pressure and measuring the accumulated outflow 
after each increment. From the cme-step method, the diffusivity- 
water content relatlwiship (D vs. 9) was calculate directly*
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Capillftry conductivity was calculated indirectly by using the 
graphically determined slopes of the moisture release curve 
(0 vs. 1^) and the relationship aotpressed by equation (6).
2. Multi-step Method
The Bulti-st^ method utilizes a pressure outflow unit similar 
to that described by Kunze and Kirkhm (1962) with a few modifi­
cations, as shown in Fig. 3.
Before saturating the sai^le (disturbed < 2 mm), the ceramdc 
plates were air dried, then secured in the base of the outflow 
unit. An aluminm cylinder was placed in the center of the plate 
and the soil sample was packed in the core in the same manner as for 
the one-step method. The entire system, soil satple aivi ceramic 
plate, was then saturated with CO2 before saturating with H2O to 
assure coeplete dissolution of tripped gases. T ^  porcnis cermic 
plate and soil sa^le were then saturated by capillarity for 48 
hours due to large sample size. Water was puapcd under the plate 
by means of the manually operated water circulating pu^. To 
attain complete saturation a vacuum pump yms connected to the gas 
fitting outlet and allowed to run until free water was visible at 
the surface of the sasple.
Initial outflow was then determined by measuring the rate at 
idiich an introduced air bubble moved in the graduated 1 cc pipet 
(0.01 graduations). &iuilibriun was attained when cumulative 
outflow, measured in a 100 cc buret, remained constant.
The outflow varlid>le, Q/Qq, was plotted vs. time on Dietzgiai 
34 0DR-L23 log-log paper. The paraawters of the dlffusicm equation
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were then determined hy matching tl% esqperinental oitflow curve 
with theoretical curves developed by Kunze and Kirkham (1962).
3, Infiltration Coliran
Clear lucite plastic cylinders were sealed together by first 
applying melted paraffin between the cores and then wrapping the 
joints with electrical tspe to add strength to the coliam. 1116 
coluEux was secured on a woodmx rack before p«:king with soil. Hie 
soil was added in iiwrreraents of 100 gm in an atteapt to maintain 
unifoTO packing. After packing was complete, a No. 5 Whatman filter 
p ^ r  and ’’fine" raonel screen were cut to the dianeter of the core 
and placed (xi top of the column. Saturaticsi of the colinm was 
effectexi by ccHitrolling the rate of water dripping on the screen 
and filter paper, When inflow and outflow became constant, implying 
a steofy-state syst«, the difference in potaitial at each tensio- 
meter was detexmined. Conductivity was then calculated directly 
by ea^loying Darcy’s eqi»ticm.
E, Calculated Conchtctivity
i*tethods of calculating capillary conductivity from moisture reten- 
ticax curves were suggested by Chilus and Collis-George (1950), Marshall 
(1958), Millingtcm ai^ (^irk (1960), ixooks and Coiey (1963), and Shaxma
(1966). Tl^se methods will be known as CXXI, M, MQ, BC, and S, respec­
tively. Previmis investigations by Sharma (1966) have stown that his 
method of caloxlation gives a good a{^roxiaati<m of capillary conduc­
tivity for selected aggregate sizes of Hamiian latosols. The K(d) 
values calculated from the moisture release curves by the S method were 
compared with the »perim«itally obtained K(8) from tlxe one-step B»»thod.
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A. Mineralogy
The mineralogical results obtained froo X-ray diffraction and 
differential thennal analysis (UTA) are preswited in Figures 5 aixi 6, 
X-ray diffractograms of the whole soils damonstrate that the mineralog- 
ical compositions of both soils are practically the same. The pre­
dominant clay mineral is kaolinite (7 X) with small H8»unts of soil mica 
(10 ^ . A coB^riscn of the X-iay diffractograms of the K^-saturated 
clay fractions indicates the mica content is greater in the Wahiawa than 
in the Molokai, This ocHiclusicn is supported by the findings of Juang
(1964) who made a careful study of tlie mica cositoit of soils classed as 
Low liumic Latosols. Juang found that tte mica content tended to increase 
with a sequential increase in elevation and rainfall. The kaolinite 
content of the Wahiawa is seen to be greater than that of the Molokai 
by qualitatively coiparing the area under the curve of both differential 
thermograns of the whole soils at the 550 C endotherm and the 900 C 
exotherm in Fig. 6.
A strong ^dotherm appears at 300 C in the Molokai theimogrw 
ijplylng tlie presence of a greater amcwnt of gibbsite in this soil than 
in the Wahiawa. A broad band appearing between 600 and 800 C in the 
Molokai thermogram suiggests the presence of amorphous-alimiinum 
mineraloids or insufficient nitrogen pressure in the OTA chamber to 
suppress the oxidation of organic matter. The absence of this band in 
tlic Wahiawa is the only noticeable mineralogical difference between 
the two soils.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
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Fig. S. X-ray Diffractograms of the Ktolokai and WaJiiawa Soils
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Fig. 6. Differential Thexmograms of the Molokai and Wahiawa Soils
Also, the absence of any expanding 2:1 minerals is verified by the 
results obtained by Mg"^-saturating and glycolating tl® clay fraction 
of both soils.
B. Moisture Retenticai
Before undertaking a discussion of laoisture retention, it is 
necessary to define some of the terms, particularly tiiose dealing with 
soil structure, to be used in this and in subsequent sections.
A strict definition of structure is not available since it has 
been defined in niBoerous ways in the past. Perhaps tlie best is that of 
Brewer and Sleeraan (1960): structure is defined as the physical con­
stitution of a soil aaterial as expressed by the size, shape, and 
arrangement of the solid particles and associated voids to form conpound 
particles and the coupound particles themselves. Soil fabric is the 
structural element that deals with the arrangement of the solid parti­
cles and associated voids. In this stutfy, as in Sharraa*s (1966), soil 
fabric is subdivided into; (1) macro-fabric (inter-ped fabric) and 
(2) alcro-fabric (intra-ped fabric). The macro-fabric is the arrange- 
in«it of peds within the soil matrix while the micro-fabric deals with 
the internal arrangement of primary particles within the ped. The 
intra-ped fabric is the fundamental and characteristic property of the 
soil matrix and is not as easily siiijected to change as the inter-ped 
fabric.'
All of the (moisture retentioi data presented in Figures 7 to 11 
were obtained from sasples equilibrated at pressures of zero to one 
bar. The voltmie of moisture (®y) beld in a soil at any suction can be 
attributed to such factors as temperature, salt caricentraticai, oi^anic
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matter, mineral ccm^sition, and pore size distribution. Pore size 
distrilxition is the factor of primary concern in detemining moisture 
retention if one assumes isothermal conditions, negligible amounts of 
salt and organic matter, loid constant mineralogical content. Since 
Sharraa (1966) has shown by mechanical analysis that both soils have 
similar texture, it follows that differences between soils can be 
attributed to soil structure and aggregate stability in partiailar. 
Water stable aggregates, disturbed < 2 mm smnples, and undisturbed 
sauries were used in an attempt to evaluate the effects of pore size 
distritaitiraa on moisture retentioji.
1. Moisture retaiticm by different aggregate sizes.
The moisture retention curves of the hand-packed aggregate 
sizes, ranging from 10-20, 20-40, 40-60, and 60-140 mesh, i^ich 
corresponds to fine gravel (2,0-1.0 raa), coarse sand (1.0-.5 ram), 
mediua sand (.5-.25 and fine sand (.25-. 10 mm), for IxJtJi soils 
were measured under nearly isotheiraal conditions and are presented 
in Figures 7 and 3.
The largest aggregate size had the highest saturaticm value 
as demonstrated in Pig. 7 for the Molokai soil. This evidence is 
supported by calculating the total pore space or per cent porosity 
from the experimentally determined bulk densities which decreased 
with ai increase in particle size, i.e. (10-20) < (20-40) < (40-60) 
< (60-140). The bulk densities averaged 0.840 ±0.03 g/cm*. The 
total water holding capacity, detcrained by summing the total out­
flow volume and the residual voluoe of moisture released on oven- 
drying, was used in the saturatitai value. It usually was not less
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Fig. 7. Moisture Retraition Curves for Water Stable Aggregates of the Molokai Soil
• i
i
Fig. 8. itoisture Retention Curves for Water Stable Aggregates of ti® Wohi®ira Soil
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than 5 per cent of tiw calculated per cent porosity.
For the Wahiawa soil (Fig. 8), Iwwever, the 20-40 mesh size 
had the highest saturation value. This was expected, also, since 
the 20-40 mesh size had a lower bulk density of 0,833, idiile the 
10-20 mesh size had a higher bulk density of 0.884. Bulk densities 
for the Wahiawa aggregates averaged 0.850 ±0.03 g/cm* and increased 
as follows: (40-60) < (20-40) < (60-140) < (10-20). According to
this arrangement, the 40-60 mesh size should have liad the highest 
saturaticoi value, decreasing to the 10-20 mesh size. This discrep­
ancy can be attributed either to experi^ntal error in packing or 
incoBplete saturation of the inter-aggregate pores resulting fran 
entriqjped air. Very recently, Jackson and Klute (1967) proposed 
a method to estimate the dead-ead pore voliaae in soils. They iomd 
that dead-end pore volume made ip a amll percentage of the total 
pore volume and is usually negligible.
In the suction range of 0-100 cm, there was a rapid release 
of water from both the Molokai and Wahiawa aggregates as den»n- 
strated in Figures 7 and 8. In the Molokai the decrease in moisture 
volime was about 40 per cent, while in the V^ ahiawa it was about 30 
per coit. For both soils, the 40-60 and 60-140 mesh sizes show 
definite inpedance to flow in the low suction range. Intuitively, 
one might conclude that the impedance to flow is probably the 
result of tim surface tensicoi with idiich water is held in the 
smaller inter-aggregate voids. Gn the other hand, there is a rapid 
drainage of inter-aggregate water for aggregate sizes of 10-20 and 
20-40 mesh, indicating a smaller surface tension cm water molecules
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in the larger inter-aggregate pores. In the tension range of 
100-1000 OR, the change in the volimtric BKjisture content was nil, 
inplying the almost ca^lete drainage of water irm  the inter­
aggregate pores. The final moisture cm tent for all aggregate sizes 
of both soils shewed that tiie sai^le with the highest talk density 
retaiin^ the greater »ount of moisture in the suction range of 
100-1000 OB of water.
A coBparison of the retentiw curves of the aggregates for 
each soil staws that the Wahiawa soil retains as much as S per cent 
more water than the Molokai in regions of higher suction. The 
results confirm the earlier work of Cagauan (1963), and Cagauan 
and Uehara (1965), dealing with anisotropic behavior of strongly 
structured soils. TTie Wahiawa soil, because of its well-developed 
intra-ped fabric, is able to retain more water than the Mtolokal 
with its weakly developed intra-ped fabric. It is evident from the 
Kioisture retention results that the coatritation of water held in 
the intra-aggregate pores to liquid flow can be ccwisidered negli­
gible, The aggregates of botli soils tend to retain from 25-30 
per ceait moisture which appears to be unavailable for liquid flw.
2. i^ toisture rotation of < 2 w  ^ toole soil.
The moisture retentim curves of the disturbed sanples of 
the Molokai and Wahiawa whole soil (< 2 nia) obtained from two 
differ«it outflow apparatus are shown in Figures 9 and 10, Tta 
moisture retention curve (Fig. 9) obtained from the T«pe pressure 
cell gives a good indication of the aggregate stability of the soils. 
Previous measurements of aggregate stability have clearly shown
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SUCTION -  CM OF WATER
Fig. 9. Moisture Retenticsi Curves for Whole Soil (<2 im) of the Molokai and Wahiawa 
Soils Using the Tempe Pressure Cell UT
that the Wahiawa has a greater percentage of larger sized aggregates 
than the Molokai, As a result of this, the Wahiawa soil releases 
water l®ld in the inter-aggregate pores at much lower suctiois than 
the Molokai. However, the Wahiawa practically ceased to release 
water in the svction range of 100-1000 cm of v«ter, indicating a 
nearly conplete removal of water held in the pores of the intcr- 
ped fabric. The Molokai, on the other hand, continues to release 
water after 100 cm suction although the amount is small in compar­
ison to the voluoe extracted at suctiais below 100 cm of water.
This is the result of smaller sized aggregates with smaller inter- 
aggregate pores releasing tightly held water when the suction or 
pressure on the systm overccw®s the capillary force of the systaa. 
As in the case of separate aggregate sizes, the Waliiawa soil 
retained lip to 5 per cent more water tiian the Molokai.
Fig. 10 shows the moisture retention data obtained from the 
pressure plate extractor; the curves are similar to those obtaini^ 
with the Tempe pressure cells. The only differmce is that the 
curves in Fig. 10 have inflection points at moisture contents 
higher than those obtained from the Tenpe pressure cells. The 
difference in moisture content at the inflection point was about 
5 per cent. AccoBpanying differences in X(0) and D(6) for ttie toro 
soils should be expected.
3. Retenticai data of Molokai < 2 mm and undisturbed core sa^}les.
A conparison of the swisture retentiw curves of the Molokai 
hand-packed (< 2 m) and undisturbed field cores are presented in 
Fig. 11. At zero station, the < 2 mm sample had a higher
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Fig. 10. Moisture Retention Curves for Whole Soil (<2 saa) of the Molokai and Wahiam 
Soils Using the Pressure Plate Extractor in
SUCTION-CM  OF WATER
Fig. 11. Moisture Retention Curves for Distxirbed (<2 asa) and Undisturbed S^ples 
of the Molokai Soils
saturation value than the undisturbed core— a direct result of 
differences in bulk densities.
Examination of Fig. 11 reveals that the hand-packed saaple 
releases water rapidly tp to a suction of 100 or xdiile the undis­
turbed core released water gradually up to a suction of 300 cm. 
Beyond the suction range mentioned for both sanples, outflow volume 
was almost negligible, as indicated by the general leveling off of 
tiie retention curve. The natural undisturbed core, with a higher 
bulk density, will obviously have sasaller inter-aggregate pores 
than the hand-packed < 2 ion staple, t^ce, drainage of the undis­
turbed core is exqpected to be caplete at higher suctions.
The greater retention of water at higher suctions in the 
undisturbed core saiple can be also attributed to aggregate sizes 
larger than 2 ram, wtereas the undisturbed sample is ccaposed of 
particles < 2 mm. Ekem (1966) reported that at least 47.3 per 
cent of the natural aggregates in the field are greater than 2 m  
in diameter; hence, the crushed laboratory sasples actually repre­
sent only one-half of the whole soil.
Further evidence dealing with the difference in pore size 
dlstril»ition between the two soils is presented in Figures 12 and 
13. Using the method described by Brooks and Corey (1964) signifi­
cant differences between the bubbling pressure, and the pore 
size distribution index, X, were foiaxd in comparing the hand-packed 
sables of the Molokai and Wahiawa and tlxe undisturbed sample of the 
Molokai. Hie values for both Molokai sables were at least twice
as great as that of the Wahiawa. Ihe residts suggest that
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Fig. 12. Effective Saturatirai and Capillary Pressure Relation­
ships for Disturbed (<2 a©) and IMisturbed Samples 
of the Molokai Soil
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Fig. 13. Effective Saturation and Capillary Pressure Relation­
ships for Dlstxated (<2 laa) Sai^les of the WahiawaSoil
ccHitinuous flew channels of water are present and exist at higher 
sucticHis in the Molokai than in the Wahiawa. The pore size dis- 
tributi<Hi index, X, as shewn in the plot of effective saturation 
as a ftBiction of sucticjn (Figures 12 and 13), is aaaller for the 
Wahiawa than for both Molokai samples. The small value of X 
indicates tliat the Wahiawa has a wider range of pore sizes udiile 
tlie Molokai tends to have a wore uniform pore size distribution.
Tlw reliability of tlie Pb and X values can be evaluated by careftilly 
ex»aining and con^aring the retention curves of both soils in the 
suctiOTi range of 50 to ISO c» of water.
C. Evaluation of Trmsmissimi Coefficients
1, (Me-step Method. The results obtained by ©ploying the one- 
step metliod are presented in Figures 14 to 24.
To study the effect of i»re size distribution cm D(6), the 
one-step method was first applied to the different aggregate sizes. 
The results are shown in Figures 14 and 15, for all aggregate 
sizes, a significant linear relaticmship exists #ien D(0) is plotted 
as a functi®! of © on a se«i-lc^arith«ic scale. Instead of plotting 
D(0) as a ftmctiw of S eye,” the method of least squares was 
enplayed to obtain the best-fit liimt thrmigh the axperii^tal points. 
Althoi;^ h a regression equatiai results, it liust be used with reser- 
vaticMi, siiKre i is not a true independent variable measured without 
error, and the measured values of B at a giv®n valiw of 0 have 
associated errors whicli are not random (tte error for a givm  
measurement is usually in the opposite direction of the error for 
the previous measurement), Bven so, tl«> least-squares fitting
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Pig. 14. Soil Water Diffusivity as a Function of Volunetric
Water Content for Water Stable Aggregates of the
Molokai Soil
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MOISTURE CONTENT (VOLUME)
Fig. 15. Soil Water Diffusivity as a Function of Volumetric
Water Content for Water Stable Aggregates of the
Wahiawa Soil
procedure appears to provide an acceptable means of representing
the D(0) data with a single curve and a slope for comparative 
purposes.
For the Molokai aggregates (Fig. 14), the slopes (regression 
coefficient) for the different aggregate sizes were not signifi­
cantly different. The coefficients had an average value of 0,170. 
Hie Wahiawa aggregates had a range of values from 0.304 for tlie 20 
mesh sanple decreasing to 0.151 for the 140 mesh saisple. Small 
differences in slopes of diplicate luns can be attributed to 
variability in bulk density during packing. For the Molokai, the 
size of aggregate does not appear to affect the rate at vMch D(0) 
changes with 0, indicated by the nearly identical slopes of the 
four aggregate sizes. The results appear to be valid in the mois­
ture content range of 0.38 to 0.20 cra*/cm* idiich corresponds to the 
suction range of 15 to 1000 cm of water.
The increase in slope with a corresponding increase in aggre­
gate size iaplies that the size of aggregate plays an iiportant 
role in water transport for tiie Wahiawa soil for the nraisture range 
of 0.37 to 0.29 cm®/cm®, correspraiding to sucticais of 27 to 1000 cm 
of water. Ccmtrary results from botii soils can be attributed to 
differences in structure— intra-ped fabric in particular.
In light of tlie work of Cagauan and Uehara (1965) the size of 
aggregate should not play an iaportant role in the Molokai soil 
because of its weakly developed or nearly isotropic structure. 
Because of the well-developed intra-ped fabric of the Wahiawa soil, 
differences in slopes aggregate size were anticipated.
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Capillary conductivity was calculated for each of the aggregate 
sizes by first selecting a D(@) value at a specific moisture content, 
thffii calculating the sl<pe of the moisture retention curve at that 
moisture content. Cipillary conductivity was then obtained from 
equation (6). The results of the calculations are presented in
Figures 16 and 17, where K(d) is plotted as a ^mctioii of 8, and in
Figures 18 and 19, wtare K(8) is plotted as a function for
selected aggregate sizes.
In all instances, tliere was a simultaneous decrease of K(8) 
with a decrease of 8 and an increase in As predicted by the 
moisture retention curves, K(0) for different aggregate sizes con­
verged as 0 decreased and increased.
Similar significant linear relationships were obtained wtan 
D(6) was plotted as a function of 6 for the < 2 mm sm ples of botli 
the Molokai and Wahiawa and tlie natural undisturbed core of the 
Molokai. The results are presented in Figures 20, 21, and 22.
Slopes of the Molokai, < 2 mm and undisturbed core, were not signi­
ficantly different from eaclx other but considerably lower than the 
previously obtained values of tJie separate aggregates. The lower 
values of slope are probably due to the presence of small particles 
(> 140 mesh) and to fche dispersion of water-unstable particles. 
Similarly, the slcpe of the Waiiiawa < 2 mm s ^ l e  was lower than 
those of the separate aggregates. Ih Fig. 20, the curve can be 
extended to higher moisture contents by using monel plates (lower 
impedance). Ceramic plates yield values that do not agree with 
assmptiosn, a* i)t > 0.3.
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MOISTURE CONTENT (VOLUME)
Fig. 16. Capillary Ccaiductivity as a Function of Voluaetric
Water Content for Water Stable Aggregates of the
Molokai Soil Calculated frou Figures 7 and 14
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MOISTURE CONTENT (VOLUME)
Fig. 17, C^illary Conductivity as a Function of Volumetric
Water Content for Water Stable Aggregates of tlie
Wahiawa Soil Calculated from Figures 8 and 15
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Fig. 18. C^illary Conductivity as a Function of Soil Moisture Suction for Water 
Stable Abrogates of the Molokai Soil Calculated fro« Figures 7 and 14
SUCTION-CM OF WATER
Fig. 19. Cipillary Caiductivity as a Puncticsi of Soil tMoisture aK:tion for Water 
Stable A^regates of the Wahiawa Soil Calculated fron Figures 8 and 15
MOISTURE CONTENT (VOLUME)
Fig. 20. Soil Water Diffusivity as a Fumrtion of Soil Moisture Ccaitent for 
Undisturbed Sai^les of tiie Molokai Soil O'
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MOISTURE CONTENT (VOLUME)
Fig. 21. Soil Water Diffusivity as a Function of Voluaetric
Water Caitent for Disturbed (<2 nm) Sanrole of the
Molokai Soil
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MOISTURE CONTENT (VOLUME)
Fig. 22. Soil Water Diffusivity as a Function of Volumetric
Water Content for Disturbed (<2 ma) Sauple of the
Waliiavra Soil
Capillary ccnductivity results were calculated, as previously 
described, and are represented in Figures 23 and 24. Inter-ped 
and intra-ped fabric again play significant roles in determining 
tide rates at idiich K(6) decreases with f. Note that K(0) of ti® 
Wahiawa (Fig. 23) decreases at much lower suctions than K(0) for 
the Molokai, tiiowever, condncticu ceases at about 400 cm. suction 
vdiile the Molokai ccoitinues to c(X)diK:t water at suctions ip to 
900 ca. Also; comparison of Figures 23 and 24 shows tliat K(0) of 
the Molokai < 2 wm decreases mich umm ripldly than the undisturbed 
core. By extrapolating the curve of the undisturbaKi core in Fig.
24 to 900 cm suction, the K(e) for both the < 2 nm and uraiisturl^ d 
core compare very favorably.
For coioparison with the soulti-step method, K(0) was plotted as 
a foiiction of 0 in Pig. 25. Differences between the curves can be 
attrilxited to variation in bulk density. Ti® curves tend to con­
verge at low 0 mvi iiigh ^  as can be predicted fr« tlie eioisture 
retention data.
2. Multi-St^ Method. To ccepare water transfer coefficients 
determined by the c»®-step a®thod with independent £®asure®ents by 
aiwther transient outflow technique, the so-called s«ulti-stq> oetiiod 
developed by Gardi®r (1956) and si^lified by Kimze and Kirkhw 
(1962) was ^ploy«i. This »tin» utilizes successive increaants of 
pressure with as saany equilibration steps. The locally fabricated 
pressure plate extractor (Fig, 2) was used for these determinations, 
Ti® critical point of the multi-step method is matching of the 
e;q®riffi«ital outflow data with ti® theoretical transiwits. After
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Fig. 23. CcKparison of Measured and Calculated Capillary 
Conductivity of Disturbed (<2 hb) Saiples of 
the Molokai and Wahiawa Soils
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SUCTION-CM OF WATER
Fig. 24. Couparison of Measured and Calculated Cipillary 
Conductivity of Undisturbed Saaples of the 
Molokai Soil
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Pig, 25. Capillary Comkictivity as a Function of Volianetric
Water Cmtent for Undisturbed Smiles of the Molokai
Soil Calculated frora Figures 11 and 20
coincidence of both experimental and theoretical horizontal axes of 
tlie plot of Q/Qo as a functicm of a*Dt/L* was established, coc^ jari- 
son of theoretical and experimental transients was obtaii^ by 
matching the eiqierimental points on to the theoretical transients.
In most instances, the ^qperimental points did not coincide with the 
theoretical over the entire curve, as shown in Fig. 26. If tlie 
initial stages of the experimental outflow were fitted to the theo­
retical, the later stages of outflow deviated considerably from the 
esqpected. Similarly, if the later stages were fitted, the early 
stages deviated from the theoretical. To be consistent, matching 
of initial stages of outflow to tlie theoretical was desirable since 
it was measured with greater accuracy. In matching the experimental 
with the theoretical, Kunze and Klrkham's (1962) method did not 
compensate for experimental outflow data equilibrated at suctions 
greater than 450 cm of water. As shown in Fig. 26, tlie theoretical 
transient, associated witli a«0, is considerably lower than the 
experimental. Kunze and Kirkham (1962) fitted their eaqierimental 
outflow data to the theoretical transients and obtained reasonably 
good estimates of K(e) and D(8). Later, Green, et (1964) com­
pared the calculated K(6) and D(0) from actual field mB.s\xremnts 
of infiltration with those calculated from the theoretical method 
of Kunze and Kirkhaa (1962) and obtained good correlative results.
The parameters required to calculate the transmission 
coefficients are tgp and a*. Paraaeter tgp, reference-point time, 
was determined by taking the actual time value that coincided with 
reduced time, o*Dt/L*, at 1.0. Par^aeter a* was determiiwd by the
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10 TIME (MINUTES)ICO 1000
Fig. 26. D^nsionless iixperinental Outflow Transients of Disturbed (<2 sm) Simples 
Fitted to Theoretical Outflow Transients 'Jtn
small inset gnph in Fig. 26.
The calculated values of K(6) and D(0) by the aailti-step method 
resulted in an apparently inconsistent relationship of both trans­
mission coefficients with suction. A wide range of variability, as 
much as ten-fold differences, (Pig. 26), of K(6) and D(0) resulted 
from a single eiqperliamtal outflow transi^t when the early or late 
stage of outflow was matched with tlie theoretical.
By taking the apparent best estimate of K(6) for each transient 
match, K(6) was plott^ as a function of 6. Fig. 27 shows the 
decrease of K(0) with a decrease in 0 for both soils. The i£(0) of 
the Wahiawa was found to be less than that of the Molokai at equiva­
lent nx)isture contents. The curve of K(6) as a fuiKti<m of 6 could 
not be established at lower values of 6, corresponding to suctions 
greater than 450 cm, because the experiraeatal outflow points ccwld 
not be fitted to the theoretical. Conceivably, this is the result 
of a small, total ecpiilibrium outflow volia^ at higher suctions, 
\diere the initial outflow volume would constitute a large fraction 
of the total, %. Hemre, the ratio, Q/Qq, would be too large and 
^possible to match with theoretical transients. The results of 
plotting K(0) as functirais of 6 and as fumectiwis of ^  obtained by 
the one-stqp method (Figures 16, 17, and 25) cospare favorably with 
a plot of K(0) with by the multi-step method (Fig. 27).
Because a ccnsistmit 0(6) versus 6 relationship ccmld not be 
established by the multi-step j^thod in the range of suctions 
utilized, cotx:lusive caparison of D(0) by the two metl¥)ds was not 
possible.
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Fig. 27. Capillaxy COruiuctivitx as a Function of Volumetric 
Water Cwtent for Disturbed (<2 ism) Sables of the 
Molokai and Wahiawa Soils
3. Calculation Method. Since previous investigations by Sharma 
(1966) on ^ iawaiion latosols revealed that the CQ», M, and BC 
methods of calculating K(6) yielded over-estimates of the K(0) 
evaluated experuaentally, the modified equation developed by 
Shanoa
K - 2.79 X 10* (e - S^)V* [h'* ♦ 3h‘* ♦ ♦ (2n - 1) nni
was used in calculating K(0) in this study. Calculated K(0) vali^s 
were then coapared with the experimentally obtained K(0) of tlie < 2 
mra sallies of the Molokai and Wahiawa and the undisturbed sample 
of the Molokai by the one-step method, (Figures 23 aiui 24).
Tlie modified equation of Shanna, however, also proved to be 
inadequate since the calculated K(6) values were greater than the 
experimental. After much trial and error, the best fit of eacperi- 
mental data to calculated data was obtained by increasing the 
exponent of (e - S^ ) from 2 to 3. Millington and Quirk (1961) 
established by probability theory that the exponent of e should not 
be greater than 2. The failure of tropical soils to agree with the 
assumptions set forth by the MQ method suggests tiiat e or (e - S^ ) 
be used as a mere matching factor. Furtheraxire, the method does 
not involve tluj use of the Sy tern.
The MQ method, as well as the CCG and M methods, were origi­
nally applied to sand and slate dust idiere the porous media could 
be considered to have an (1) isotropic distributicsi of total pore 
space and a (2) randca distributien of pore size classes. Siama's 
modified equation, although applied to soil material, describes
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K(9) adequately only for water stable aggregates where the assump­
tions of the MQ method could be fiilfilled. In ccoisidering the whole 
soil of both the Molokai and Wahiawa, however, the assuaptions are 
hardly expected to pply. Both the disturbed and undisturbed soil 
saoples employed in this stixty are neither completely water stable 
nor inert; hence, it follows that the existence of an isotropic 
distrlbutioi of total pore space is untenable.
Coaparison of the calculated and the experimwital K(0) curves, 
using (e - Sf)*, are presented in Figures 23 and 24. The sl<pe of 
the calculated curves tend to coincide with the experimental data.
The Sf values were obtained by the method described by Brooks 
and Corey (1964). The values for the Molokai < 2 mm, the Molokai 
undisturbed, and the WahiatM < 2 nm were found to be 0.S61, 0.573, 
and 0.515, respectively. These Sr values were i»ed to calculate 
Pb and X in Figures 12 aixi 13. The Sr values reveal th« fraction 
of the total water held in the soil that is unavailable (intra­
aggregate pore WiSter) to flow.
4. Infiltratiai Column. In an attmpt to study K(0) at low suc- 
tiais, the steady-state experimental set-ip shown in Pig. 4 was 
used, ^preximately 1.6 kg of disturbed (<2 nm) Molokai soil were 
required to fill the column to a bulk density of 1.2 g/cm*. Itercy's 
equation was used to calculate K(0) from the measured and x 
values. An inconsistent relationship between K(0) and ^  resulted 
from the calculation, possibly due to the absence of a unit hydrau­
lic gradient within the column. Calculated K(0) values, however, 
coipared favorably to those obtained by transient methods. Errors
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in this method arise from the jx)or contact of soil water with the 
tensiometer men^rane interface. The unique structure of Hawaiian 
latosols makes the error resulting from poor interface contact very 
real and hmce limits the use of this method. Since time was also 
a limiting factor, a comprehensive examination of this method was 
not possible.
D. Evaluation of Methods.
In deteimining the transmission coefficients of Hawaiian latosols, 
the (Mie-step method has been found to yield ^ >parently reasonable results 
in the suction range of zero to one bar. Favorable coa^ariscns of both 
the multi-step and the calculation methods substantiate the reliability 
of the one-step method.
The major advantages of using the one-step method can be enumerated 
as follows: (1) a saving of coisiderable time since only 48 homes is
usually required for equilibrium, and D(0) can be determined directly 
from the dimensicoiLS of the outflow unit by equation (19); (2) K(0) is 
readily calculated from moisture retention data and the prevltRisly 
detexmined D(0); and (3) a small sas^le size is required when tlie one- 
step method is used in conjunction with the Ten^ pressure cell.
In coD^arison to the multi-step method, the distinct advantage of 
the one-step method is that it eliminates the tedious and questionable 
matching of experimental points with theoretical (xitflow transients.
The non-coincidence of the experimental outflow transient with the 
theoretical over the whole range are further evidence, as previously 
shown by Elrick (1963), Jackson, et (1963), and Bazaxgani (1964), 
of the inadequacies of presmt outflow methods utilizing porous plates.
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However, for Hawaiian latosols, because of their unique structural 
development, the one-st^ method possibly provides a rapid and reason­
able means of obtaining data on D(@) ami K(9) for qualitative prediction 
of water nravement. Ihe use of calculation methods, though not as 
desirable as the experimental, can be used to detexmine K(0) and D(0) 
from moisture retention data, thus saving considerable tiam. Calcula­
tion methods also eliminate the need for tedious outflow measurements 
in the laboratory.
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SUMMARY AND CXMXUSIGNS
The conclusions steaming from the results of this study can be
enunerated as follows:
1. The one-step iMthod is tl» best available n»thod to eimluate 
transmission coefficients of soil water for Hawaiian latosols in 
the suctim range from 0.015 to 1.0 bar. The one-step method is 
preferred to the multi-step method because the fomer requires 
less time and eliminates error introduced by matching experimental 
with theoretical transients.
2. The multi-step metlKxi, although capable of measuring saall volvraes 
of outflow accurately, requires l(xig periods of time for complete 
equilibriian for each pressure increm«it. Also, matching of 
theoretical and experimental outflow transients was not only 
tedious and time consupdng, but the poor fit over the entire range 
of reduced time left much to be desired.
3. Accurate detemination of iC(6) and D(6) in the saturated or near 
saturated region is best described by steady-state methods 
developed by Elrick (1963) and tested by Sharma (1966) for 
Hawaiian latosols.
4. Calculation methods, utilizing the modified equaticm as previously 
described herein, provides an accurate means of determining K(0) 
and D(e) for the < 2 nm samples of the Molokai and Wahiawa and 
undisturbed core saiples of the Molokai from pore size distribution 
data (moisture retention data), iioice, for Hawaiian latosols, 
reasonable, qualitative estimation of soil water transmission
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coefficients can be made froa a pre-determined moisture retention 
curve.
5. Structure, particularly the intra-ped fabric, plays a definite role 
in moisture retention and hence, moisture movement. The Molokai, 
because its structure is weakly developed in corapariscm to the 
Wahiawa, retains about five per cent less iBoisture at nearly all 
suctions. The effect of intra-ped fabric is very evident at higher 
suctifflis while inter-ped fabric plays a significant role at suctions 
less than 100 cm of water.
6. A coetparison of disturbed and undisturbed samples of the Molokai 
soil gave analogous results. This indicates that natural undis­
turbed core sanples may not be required for determinations of 
transmission coefficients in some cases.
7. Tl» infiltration column may provide mi estimate of capillary 
ccHiductivity under actual field conditions but further work must 
be done before airy kind of conclusion can be deduced.
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